A broad range of problems in computer graphics rendering, appearance acquisition for graphics and vision, and imaging, involve sampling, reconstruction, and integration of high-dimensional (4D-8D) signals. For example, precomputationbased real-time rendering of glossy materials and intricate lighting effects like caustics, can involve (pre)-computing the response of the scene to different light and viewing directions, which is often a 6D dataset. Similarly, image-based appearance acquisition of facial details, car paint, or glazed wood, requires us to take images from different light and view directions. Even offline rendering of visual effects like motion blur from a fast-moving car, or depth of field, involves high-dimensional sampling across time and lens aperture. The same problems are also common in computational imaging applications such as light field cameras.
INTRODUCTION
Computer graphics and computer vision are undergoing an exciting revolution owing to the synergy between acquisition of real imagery, and simulation of light transport. On the simulation side, new techniques seek to rapidly compute the interplay of light in a scene and to enable real-time changes of lighting or materials, as well as complex effects such as motion blur and depth of field. The functions that need to be computed to make this possible are intricate and high-dimensional (some examples are shown in Fig. 1 ): 4D for incoming illumination, plus time, plus extra dimensions for materials, and the integration over the area of the camera's lens, which can result in 8D functions. This poses formidable challenges. On the acquisition side, there is also a growing need to capture the intricate interplay between light and real objects, and classical photographic challenges are revisited to beat traditional limitations using a combination of new optical capture systems and computation. This is the major thrust of the new field of computational photography, where new methods can alleviate optical problems such as motion blur or depth of field, and can in general use computation to capture more information from real scenes. The treatment of these photographic problems involves the same high-dimensional functions required for simulation or rendering, for example 5D in the combined case of depth of field and motion blur (2D for the image sensor, 2D for the lens, and 1D for time). In both the simulation and capture case, brute force approaches have sought to tackle the problem by computing or acquiring data for the full high-dimensional function, incurring extremely high precomputation or acquisition costs. We argue that one can derive and leverage new information about the structure and sparsity of these functions, making it possible to address these problems with a dramatically reduced number of samples. This will mean much faster rendering times, as well as capture strategies that provide high-quality visual data from sparse sampling. Most high-dimensional functions involved in rendering and acquisition exhibit much structure and sparsity. They are often locally highly anisotropic, low frequency, or low rank. While this observation has often been exploited for compression after the high-dimensional data has been simulated or acquired, the key idea of this position paper is that sparsity must be exploited upstream to dramatically reduce the cost of rendering and acquisition, and to devise reconstruction schemes that extract more information from given data.
For instance, consider sparsity, wherein only some of the wavelet coefficients of light transport are nonzero-this sparsity is an ideal fit to new developments in compressive signal-processing. [1] [2] [3] Another example is space-angle and space-time bandlimitedness. While visual appearance data can have rich all-frequency structure in space, angle or time separately, there are often simpler structures when considering the full high-dimensional space. Our recent work on a frequency analysis of motion blur 4 has shown that the Fourier spectrum of a dynamic scene is sheared into a narrow wedge in space-time. This low-dimensional structure in space-time enables novel sheared filters and sparse sampling to render images substantially faster than previous work.
In summary, we argue that it is crucial to exploit lower-complexity structures in visual appearance datasets, to develop fundamentally more efficient algorithms and acquisition. The originality of this approach is to leverage sparsity, lowfrequency and low-rank properties before data is simulated or acquired, thereby avoiding redundant computation or sensing. We envision theoretical and practical contributions to a broad range of topics that have historically been treated separately, and will enable intimate connections between real-time, image-based and offline rendering, and imaging applications.
In the remainder of this paper, we first briefly discuss the high-dimensional nature of visual appearance, and the key application areas that we consider. We also discuss the previous work on factored and multiresolution representations that can compress and efficiently represent these visual datasets. We then describe the types of sparsity we seek to exploit, followed by a survey of the state of the art in sparse sampling and reconstruction for these visual appearance problems.
BACKGROUND AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we introduce the key concepts and application areas. We start with the reflection equation,
where L r (x, ω o ) is the reflected or outgoing radiance, corresponding to the image we want to render. The variables x, ω i and ω o are respectively, the spatial location, incident and outgoing angles (since we are in 3D, they are vectors). Here, L i is the incoming light, V is the visibility (usually binary), and ρ is the BRDF, 9 which is in general a function of incident and outgoing directions, and may also be a function of spatial position. As far as this paper is concerned, we will be most interested in the BRDF, ρ(x, ω i , ω o ) and generalizations thereof, that are crucial to a number of applications in rendering and imaging, noted below.
Precomputed Real-Time Rendering
For real-time rendering applications, the BRDF and visibility (as well as the cosine term) are often combined into a single transport term T , and we modify equation 1 into,
where we make the additional simplification that we consider a fixed view (or Lambertian surfaces), so that the outgoing direction ω o (x) is fixed for a given spatial location and omitted above. We also assume distant lighting, with L i independent of spatial location x. While we have derived the above formulation from the reflection equation, it can also take into account global illumination and the rendering equation, 10 since the only real assumption is the linearity of light transport. Viewpoint variation can be added by repeating this computation for a small set of views, or using factored representations of the BRDF 11, 12 or direct computation using factored wavelet triple product integrals. 13 The advantage of this formulation is that T can be precomputed for a static scene, and then combined with dynamic lighting in real-time using a dot-product of orthonormal basis functions like spherical harmonics or wavelets. The basic idea exploits linearity of light transport [14] [15] [16] and has recently gained much attention in the form of precomputed radiance transfer (PRT). 6, 17, 18 Indeed, PRT methods are now commonplace for interactive rendering in video games. The transport is usually stored at a fixed set of spatial locations (vertices of geometry or image pixels), and projected into low-frequency spherical harmonics. 17, 19 Light transport, as noted above is a function of 4 dimensions, 2 each for the spatial location x and incident direction ω i . For reasonable resolutions, the precomputation and storage time itself can be quite significant, with billions of samples needing to be evaluated and stored to exhaustively precompute T (x, ω i ), requiring many hours of computation and gigabytes of storage. A number of PRT papers have addressed more compact representations, such as clustered PCA 20 (although challenges remain, especially for higher-fidelity wavelet-based methods).
Challenge: However, precomputation time remains a challenge, which limits the application of the method. A natural question is whether we can precompute T from a sparser set of samples, especially since we will ultimately apply a variety of compression methods.
Appearance Acquisition
One of the challenges in computer graphics and computer vision is to acquire the appearance of real scenes, and in particular the ways in which they reflect light. (It should be noted that this challenge is not specific to visual appearance; data-driven methods have pervaded all areas of computer vision and graphics; for example, the widespread use of motion-captured and precomputed datasets for animation).
Visual appearance typically involves a number of variants of the light transport function. In general, most objects can be characterized as a black box that takes as input an incident light field, and outputs a reflected light field, 21, 22 i.e., by a transport function T (x i , ω i , x o , ω o ) , where x i and x o are spatial locations or light field parameterizations. Each of the spatial and directional components is 2D, so this is an 8D function. While recent efforts have provided the first measurements of the full 8D quantity, 23 a more common approach is to consider simpler slices by omitting or holding fixed some of the dimensions. For example, the spatially-varying BRDF in equation 1 can be considered a 6D slice where, for a flat surface, we fix x i = x o (we assume opaque objects with no subsurface scattering). Note that these datasets can be very large. For example, using 100 samples in each dimension to capture sharp specular highlights can cause the 6D spatially varying BRDF to encompass 10 12 samples.
With datasets of this size (4D-8D), an obvious question becomes how to represent them compactly. A number of approaches have been proposed. One general promising direction is a tree-structured factorization 5 into lower-dimensional components such as spatial mixing weights and basis BRDFs, with the BRDFs further factored into 2D and 1D components. This is inspired by early work on factorization of measured BRDFs. 
Monte Carlo High-Dimensional Rendering
Traditional offline rendering also involves high-dimensional functions, comparable in many ways to the light transport operator. We are particularly interested in efficient rendering of multidimensional effects like motion blur, depth of field, soft shadows, and antialiasing. 25 Monte Carlo rendering can be cast in terms of light transport operators as
where u and v correspond to antialiasing for the given pixel (x, y) and s corresponds to additional dimensions like motion blur, depth of field and so on. The traditional approach is to sample T with a large number of random (possibly stratified) Monte Carlo samples, and then evaluate the integral.
Challenge: However, this brute force approach has a number of shortcomings. First, T can have various forms of smoothness that are not exploited. This suggests instead an adaptive signal-processing view that reconstructs T from a sparse set of samples. Second, there is considerable coherence in the Monte Carlo integrals at neighboring pixels, which suggests they should share information. Finally, the result is an integral, which gives us some flexibility in reconstruction T . The reconstruction need not be fully accurate, only the integral needs to be.

Imaging
Many problems in imaging are related closely to the rendering challenges above, even though they have historically been studied by different groups of researchers. The simplest of challenges may involve reproducing a high-resolution video from sparse input captured with a lower framerate camera. 26 More broadly, many directions in the new area of computational photography are considering variants of the light transport function. For example, light field cameras 7 capture the incident light field on the camera aperture (this camera is sought to be marketed to consumers in the near future by Lytro inc.) Other problems involve considerations of motion blur and depth of field, seeking to produce sharp images, 27, 28 which have close links to similar problems in Monte Carlo rendering.
Challenge: The additional high-dimensional information from capturing light fields, or variations with time and depth of field necessitate camera tradeoffs. These involve either much larger numbers of measurements and file sizes, or tradeoffs of spatial resolution for the additional dimensions. A question remains if brute force capture can be replaced with sparser measurement patterns that may allow for more effective capture of a scene, as well as higher all-round resolutions. Crucially, it is important to consider the relationship with similar problems in rendering.
TYPES OF SPARSITY
A solution to efficient data acquisition and sparse reconstruction for the application areas above requires understanding the types of sparsity present in light transport. In this section, we briefly discuss the canonical compression and sparsity in many situations, along with some initial recommendations for the corresponding algorithms. In the next section, we will briefly survey the state of the art in sparse reconstruction of visual appearance, and possible future directions. 
Cost Metric for Measurements
A key factor in choosing an algorithm is the cost metric for measurements. For example, most of the work in compressive sensing has assumed a random projection of the signal is possible at unit cost. This is indeed the case in applications like appearance acquisition, where light is obtained from a projector, and an arbitrary pattern can be used. 29, 30 However, the application domains discussed in the previous section admit many different cost metrics. In Monte Carlo rendering and its application to precompute light transport matrices, the cost is usually per ray, or for each rendering sample. In essence, we can only point-sample the function of interest, not consider random projections (the cost for a random projection would be equal to the number of rays shot, i.e., the number of nonzero elements). Thus, compressive sensing ideas cannot be used or may need significant modification. 31 On the other hand, newer approaches to matrix completion 32, 33 may be more successful.
In still other applications, it may be easy to acquire multiple measurements in parallel, such as taking a single image with millions of pixels using a camera. In rendering, techniques like shadow mapping often make it easy to acquire the full visibility image from a light source. Further, ideas from dual photography 34 can allow us to efficiently acquire full rows and columns of a light transport matrix in many applications involving both real and synthetic scenes. 35, 36 Other measurement modalities may also be possible. In any event, a reconstruction method must consider the cost metric, whether random projection, point-sampling, parallel measurements or something else.
Light Transport Complexity
The key ingredient in a sparse reconstruction algorithm is the type of sparsity in light transport. We can consider many possibilities. First, light transport may be low-frequency, such as for some cases of diffuse reflection. 37, 38 In other instances, we can assume the light transport matrix is of low rank 39 but make fewer assumptions about the frequency content. Neither of these assumptions is true in general, but a much more widely held notion is that of locally low rank, 40 where local spatial regions behave in a low-dimensional fashion. This observation allows for precomputed light transport compression methods like Clustered Principal Component Analysis. 20 It is also known that light transport matrices are often sparse in a compressive sense, with only a few wavelet coefficients required to describe the response of a material for each pixel. 30 Finally, a frequency analysis in some cases shows that a low-frequency assumption is not possible in any dimension, but the frequency content lies in a sheared wedge. 4, 41 In general, frequency analysis of light transport 42 is a valuable approach to analyzing the sparsity of various components.
Besides the specific properties that lower light transport complexity above, there might be other compressions to be exploited in future work, and one curious question is how best to combine knowledge of multiple types of sparsity. In any event however, a sparse reconstruction algorithm must exploit the type of sparsity for the situation at hand. It is also our belief that a consideration of the matrix of possibilities (an initial effort is shown in Table 1 ), given a cost metric and light transport sparsity, could lead to a good classification of existing algorithms and point towards new methods.
STATE OF THE ART AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this section, we briefly discuss the state of the art in different areas and future directions. This is not intended to be an exhaustive survey, but rather a brief snapshot of some important recent papers in the area. A summary of methods is shown in Table 1 . Here, we discuss each application area.
For Precomputed Real-Time Rendering, the challenge is to make precomputation fast. In this domain, if using a ray tracing-based solution for precomputation, we must point-sample, and the most salient feature of the light transport matrix is its locally low rank nature. We have developed a sparse precomputation method, 43 but there is clearly lots of room for further improvements, for example using newer matrix completion methods. 32, 33 Monte Carlo Rendering of high-dimensional effects like motion blur or soft shadows is another problem involving point-sampling, where the main sparsity feature is that the fourier spectrum lies in a narrow wedge in space-time or spaceangle. We have exploited this with sheared filtering methods for motion blur 4 and soft shadows. 44 This is by no means the end of the story, and adaptive rendering of multidimensional effects 25 is now a hot topic. 45, 46 Earlier work introduced the notion of row-column sampling 35 in cases where shadow mapping could be used to generate entire rows or columns of the light-surface interaction matrix. All of these methods share samples between nearby pixels and can introduce some artifacts, which poses some issues for their application to production rendering. An important challenge is practical adaptations of these filtering techniques for real-time and offline rendering.
For Appearance Acquisition, we do usually have the flexibility to use random projection patterns, which potentially leads to a host of methods for efficient and sparse acquisition. For instance, low-frequency transport can directly be sensed using Fourier basis patterns. General low-rank transport can be determined using large-matrix methods for discovering the leading eigenvalues. 39 An alternative is based on row-column sampling using the kernel Nystrom method. 36 Compressed sensing can be used to exploit sparsity in light transport. 30 Interesting challenges involve other assumptions on light transport, like locally low rank or sheared spectra.
Imaging applications are perhaps the biggest potential beneficiaries of sparse reconstruction methods. Initial efforts have been made using compressed sensing ideas. 47, 48 A key challenge for the future is also to exploit the analogies between rendering and imaging, that have not yet been fully explored.
CONCLUSION
Visual appearance, involving high-dimensional datasets, is a crucial component of research in computer vision and computer graphics. Future progress involves developing a unified framework for frequency analysis and sparse data reconstruction, without requiring the appearance datasets to be computed or captured by brute force. This research can leverage many ideas from signal processing such as compressed sensing and matrix completion, but also needs to develop novel algorithms and theories for various combinations of cost metrics and sparsity. In the long-term we hope this research will lay the theoretical foundations for signal-processing of visual appearance. In practical terms, it will lead to efficient algorithms for a variety of problem domains, including sparse reconstruction of light transport matrices for relighting, sheared sampling and denoising for offline shadow rendering, time-coherent compressive sampling for appearance acquisition, and new approaches to computational photography and imaging.
